This paper introduces an optimization model of a multi-terminal, multi-modal maritime container port, such as the ones in the European northern range. The decisions concern the scheduling of ships, trains and trucks on terminals, while limiting inter-terminal transport of containers and minimizing weighted turnaround time. Heuristics based on the decomposition of the resulting mixed-integer program are proposed and tested on realistic generated instances with up to four terminals. The efficiency of the restrict-and-fix heuristic allows to investigate the impact of a global management on port's performance: an average improvement of 5% was observed.
Introduction
Maritime transport is the backbone of international trade. In recent decades, new container vessels were regularly deployed by liner shipping companies to meet the growing demand for container transport: from 84.6 millions Twenty-foot Equivalent Units (TEU) in 1990, world traffic surged up to 602 millions in 2012. Container traffic has been simultaneously evolving. Firstly, container shipping companies invested in larger and larger vessels, to reduce costs at sea per TEU. In 1980, the largest container vessels had a transport capacity of 5000 TEU, which raised up in 2016 to 19000 TEU. Secondly, container shipping companies adopted the huband-spoke paradigm. In liner hub-and-spoke networks, large mother vessels transport containers between far hub ports, while smaller feeder vessels ensure the connection between hub and nearby non-hub ports. Lastly, due to the environmental and social benefits of rail and inland-waterway based transport compared to road, European countries started to enforce policies to induce a 1 Model's description
In this section, we describe an optimization model of a multi-terminal and multi-modal maritime container port, such as the ones in the European northern range. It is a tactical multi-periodic model, which provides baselines for operational planning. Two assumptions are made on the management of trucks. As mentioned in the introduction, the first one is the use of a truck appointment system, which allows to set truck arrivals according to the solution of the model. The second assumption is that one truck transports one container, either an import one or an export one. These assumptions allow us to group trucks, for purpose of tractability.
In this model, at least one berthing position and the corresponding periods are allocated to each ship: mother or feeder vessel, inland-waterway barge. In general, a mother vessel stops at one terminal, but a feeder vessel or an inland-waterway barge is allowed to stop at multiple terminals. Rail tracks are allocated to trains over time. Trucks are considered by groups, for example grouped by source or destination vehicle of their containers. Hereafter, the word vehicle will denote a ship, a train, or a group of trucks. Each vehicle has a ready time and a deadline. For a ship or a train, the ready time is the time of arrival and the deadline is the latest possible time of presence. For a group of trucks, the ready time and the deadline provide the time window within which its trucks may be given appointment. A ship or a train also has a weight, which depends on its priority. This priority is usually correlated to the transport capacity of the ship or the train, but may also be linked to specific requirements. The objective is to minimize weighted turnaround time.
The chosen level of granularity for containers is the batch. A batch corresponds to a transshipment of containers. It is the set of all containers that are unloaded from one given vehicle and later loaded to another vehicle. Using batches instead of container units allows to significantly diminish the model's size and makes it tractable. After a container is unloaded from its source vehicle, it is usually transported inside the yard of the terminal to the storage area. It may remain stacked there, or it may be transported to another terminal. It is then loaded to its destination vehicle, generally several days after its unloading. A solution provides the terminals to unload, load and store each batch, as well as the required ITT. Allocating precise storage locations to containers inside the yard of each terminal is out of the scope of this paper, but their storage capacities are part of the model's data.
Two main resources are considered for handling containers on vehicles: handling zones and groups of cranes. Handling zones are areas where containers are handled on ships and trains: quay segments and groups of rail tracks. Each quay of a terminal is partitioned into a variable number of quay segments. A partition of each quay into berths may be used in practice and it may provide a basis to choose the partition into quay segments. More details about berth allocation are given in section 3.2.3. A group of rail tracks contains all the adjacent tracks served by the same cranes. Handling zones for trucks are used only for modeling purpose, since allocation of space to trucks is usually not an issue.
Groups of cranes are the other main resources. Cranes operating on vehicles are generally either rail mounted or rubber tired and therefore mobile. A group of quay cranes is characterized Group of cranes g G A for ships, count:  g = 9 cranes, capacity:  g n containers per period, for 1  n   g assigned cranes Quay segment z Z A (handling zone), capacity:  z meters Figure 1 : Handling zones and group of cranes for ships by its number of quay cranes and by their marginal productivity, investigated by Meisel and Bierwirth 2009 . For example, assume that one quay crane alone can handle on average 25 containers per hour. Then, four quay cranes allocated to the same ship will probably handle no more than 75 containers per hour, because of interferences among them. Hence, the maximum number of containers handled in one period by a given number of quay cranes is part of the model's data. Note that, the number of quay cranes allocated to a ship may vary from one period to another. Since cranes for trains or for trucks operate on several vehicles within short time periods with fewer interferences among them, a group of these cranes has only one characteristic: a maximum number of containers it can handle per period.
Handling zones and group of cranes for ships are represented in figure 1. One group of nine quay cranes is operating on three ships in two quay segments. A handling zone and a group of cranes for trains are illustrated in figure 2. Three gantry cranes are operating on trains. One group of cranes for trucks is represented in figure 3 . In this example, it is composed of ten straddle carriers available for unloading or loading the trucks. The notations used in these figures are defined in section 3.1 A solution to a small instance of this model is partially illustrated in figure 4 , with a period length of two hours. Some containers unloaded from mother vessel v 1 in terminal c 1 have to be transported to terminal c 2 , to be loaded to feeder vessel v 2 . One possible reason which could have prohibited feeder vessel v 2 to stop at terminal c 1 is the unavailability of resources in this terminal for its service.
Constraints related to container handling are essentially the following ones. They are illustrated using figure 4. Batch b 1 , containing three containers, is unloaded from mother vessel v 1 . This unloading requires that at least one quay crane has been allocated to this vessel and that the total quantity of containers processed in this terminal doesn't exceed a given limit. Then, batch b 1 is transported to terminal c 2 , under several additional constraints, related to ITT. The transport of containers from terminal c 1 to terminal c 2 requires a fixed number of periods. There is a given limit on the number of containers sent per period from terminal c 1 to terminal c 2 . There is also a given limit on the total quantity of ITT in the port during the whole planning horizon. Then, batch b 1 is stored in the yard of terminal c 2 . The number of twenty-foot equivalent units stored in a terminal must always remain under a given limit. Finally, batch b 1 is loaded to the feeder vessel v 2 in terminal c 2 . As the required resources were available in terminal The limits on ITT may model either physical limitations, or financial ones: terminal operators wishing to limit ITT to reduce operational costs. Our study enlightens this trade-off by computing the global performance gain according to the level of ITT allowed as it is done in section 5. Among all the problems identified in this literature, the BAP (Berth Allocation Problem) is arguably the most critical and certainly the most studied. The BAP is about allocating berthing positions and time windows to incoming ships.
A problem closely related to the BAP is the quay crane assignment problem, which consists in allocating quay cranes to ships over time. The integration of the quay crane assignment problem into the BAP is studied by Imai Most of the studies about the BAP are restricted to a single terminal. Indeed, up to recently, each terminal in a port was usually run by a different operator and terminals were competing against each other. Nowadays, in an increasing number of ports, multiple terminals are managed by the same operator. Hence, the BAP should no longer be considered for individual terminals. Still, there exists only a few papers considering the BAP for multiple terminals.
One of them deals with the strategic BAP for multiple terminals and considers quay crane allocation and ITT. The BAP studied by Hendriks et al. 2012 consists in spreading liner services over multiple terminals managed by the same operator. The decisions are to assign a terminal and a time window to each service. The objectives are to balance quay crane workload among terminals and to minimize ITT. A solution approach based on mixed-integer programming is introduced. A practical case study is performed for the terminal operator PSA Antwerp which manages multiple terminals in the port of Antwerp. Computational results show that relatively small modifications of existing schedules can significantly reduce required quay crane capacities and ITT.
Another paper deals with an operational BAP involving two terminals. The objective of the BAP studied by Imai et al. 2008a is to minimize turnaround time for one terminal. Then, ships that are expected to wait more than given limits are re-routed to a nearby terminal. The requirement of ITT and the incurred extra costs are mentioned, but not taken into account in the model.
A problem similar to the operational BAP for multiple terminals is studied by Lee et al. 2012 . This problem is about seaborne transshipments in a multi-terminal port where storage space is the critical resource. Terminal and storage allocations are planned for groups of containers, which indirectly assigns visiting terminals to vessels. The objective is to minimize costs related to intraterminal transport of containers and to ITT. A matheuristic combining linear programming and tabu search is introduced. Computational results show the benefits of the optimization model over current practices.
Some papers focus on ITT, mainly at the strategic level. The literature about operations related to container trains focuses on either rail-rail or railroad terminals and is not relevant to this study. However, several studies are dedicated to the management of truck arrivals in maritime container ports. Contrary to container ships and trains which operate on fixed timetables, trucks may be given appointments. Truck appointment optimization is studied by Zehendner and Feillet 2014, to support the negotiation process between drayage companies and terminal operators. The use of a truck appointment system is an assumption of the model that we propose. These systems are in use in most modern maritime container ports. The proposed model is formulated in the next section.
Mathematical formulation
Formulating the model described in section 1 requires the introduction of many indices, sets, parameters, variables and constraints. A toy example of this formulation and its solution are provided in appendix A.
Parameters
Indices are described in couples of terminals between which container batch b can be transported, b ∈ B: These sets allow to control access of vehicles to terminals, hence to take fixed assignment of vehicles to terminals into account. 2 For example, mother vessels are usually assigned to one terminal and served continuously in one location. Table 3 : General parameters Θ c maximum quantity of processed containers in terminal c per period, c ∈ C Ξ c storage capacity of terminal c ∈ C γ z group of cranes operating in handling zone z ∈ Z ζ z terminal to which handling zone z belongs, z ∈ Z r v 1 period whose beginning is the ready time of vehicle v ∈ V d v 1 period whose end is the deadline of vehicle v ∈ V δ v container storage space left on vehicle v when it arrives in port, v ∈ V 1 For a ship or a train, the ready time and the deadline are respectively the time of arrival and the latest possible time of departure. For a group of trucks, they give the time window within which its trucks may be given appointment. maximum quantity of containers handled per period by n quay cranes from group g allocated to the same ship, g ∈ Ga, n ∈ 1, η g η z maximum number of quay cranes from group γ z that can operate simultaneously in quay segment z ∈ Za κ z length of quay segment z ∈ Za w v weight of ship v ∈ Va η v maximum number of quay cranes that can be allocated to ship v ∈ Va η z v maximum number of quay cranes that can be allocated to ship v in quay segment z,
number of periods required for a ship to move from quay segment z to quay segment z , z ∈ Za, z ∈ Za Table 5 : Parameters for trains ρ g maximum quantity of containers handled per period by group of cranes g ∈ Gb κ z number of tracks in rail tracks z ∈ Zb
number of periods required for a train to move from rail tracks z to rail tracks z , z ∈ Zb, z ∈ Zb Table 6 : Parameters for trucks ρ g maximum quantity of containers handled per period by group of cranes g ∈ Gc number of periods between sending of containers from terminal c and reception at terminal c , c ∈ C, c ∈ C Φ maximum quantity of containers transported between all terminals during planning horizon
Mixed-integer programming formulation
We formulate the problem as a mixed-integer linear program. The formulation is of the timeindexed type, which necessitates a large number of variables and constraints, but which has been proven quite successful with many planning problems, for example by Buhrkal et al. 2011 with the berth allocation problem.
In order to simplify the presentation, containers in terminals before and after the planning horizon are omitted here. The formulation used for numerical experiments includes them, but requires additional parameters and additional constraints, that can be easily deduced from the ones given below.
Variables
The decision variables are given in tables 9, 10 and are related respectively to vehicles and container batches. whether ship v is in quay segment z with n assigned quay cranes for period t,
whether train v is in rail tracks z for period t, v ∈ Vb, z ∈ Z v , t ∈ T v h t vz ∈ {0, 1} 3 whether handling of ship or train v in handling zone z starts at the beginning
3 whether handling of ship or train v in handling zone z ends at the end of
quantity of containers handled for train or group of trucks v in handling zone
The integrality and non-negativity constraints on variables m v can be relaxed, since the objective and the constraints (7) ensure that these variables will have non-negative integer values. 2 These variables are introduced only to simplify the formulation. 
total quantity of containers from batch b stored in terminal c at the end of
quantity of containers from batch b sent from terminal c to terminal c during period t, available in c at the beginning of period t + τ 
Objective
The objective is to minimize weighted turnaround time:
Constraints on ships
Constraints on ships are mainly related to berth allocation and to quay crane allocation. The study by Bierwirth and Meisel 2010 report three types of quay layout: discrete, continuous and hybrid. With a discrete quay layout, one berth can accommodate only one ship at a time. With a continuous quay layout, vessels can berth anywhere along the quay. We use a hybrid quay layout, where each quay is viewed as a finite set of quay segments and each segment can accommodate simultaneously at most two ships, as illustrated in figure 1 . This makes the condition "at each period, the sum of the lengths of the ships to moor is lower than or equal to the length of the quay segment in which they have to be moored", not only necessary but also sufficient to effectively moor the ships. Allowing three ships or more simultaneously in a quay segment would make the condition insufficient, as demonstrated in figure 5 : the sum of the lengths of the vessels is always lesser than or equal to the total length of the quay segment, but there is no way to schedule the seventh vessel on the quay segment. This layout is also used by Imai et al. 2007 . The constraints on ships are the following ones.
Constraints (1) ensure that the sum of the lengths of the ships in a quay segment does not exceed its length. Constraints (2) enforce that a quay segment can accommodate two ships. Constraints (3) limit the number of quay cranes in a quay segment. Constraints (4) ensure that a group of quay cranes assigns no more cranes than it has. Constraints (5) limit the quantity of containers handled on a ship, according to the speed of the cranes assigned to it. Constraints (6) ensure that a ship is present in at most one quay segment. Constraints (7) and the objective function give to a variable m v a value equal to the turnaround time of ship v. Constraints (8) enforce that no more containers are loaded on a ship than its transport capacity allows, taking into account sizes of containers. Constraints (9) ensure that a ship v ∈Ṽ is handled in only one quay segment. Constraints (10) enforce that moving between two quay segments requires a number of periods. Technical constraints (11)- (13) 
Constraints on trains
The constraints on trains are the following ones.
Constraints (15) limit the number of trains in rail tracks. Constraints (16) enforce that the quantity of containers handled by a group of cranes doesn't exceed its limit. Constraints (17) ensure that a train is in rail tracks when containers are handled. Constraints (18) limit the quantity of containers handled per period. There are also other constraints on trains. They are similar to constraints (6)- (13) and obtained by substituting in these constraints the index of the vehicle type a (ships) by b (trains) as well as variables p t vz by variables h t vz . Hence, these last constraints are not rewritten.
Constraints on groups of trucks
They are similar to constraints (8), (16) and (18) and obtained by substituting in these constraints the index of the vehicle type a (ships) by c (trucks) in (8) as well as the index of the vehicle type b (trains) by c (trucks) in (16) and (18) . These constraints are not rewritten.
Constraints on container batches
The constraints on container batches are the following ones. 
Constraints (19) and (20) (resp. (21) and (22)) ensure that a batch is fully unloaded (resp. loaded) in one terminal. Note that, these constraints are expressed by vehicle.
Other constraints define a problem mainly related to storage and inter-terminal transport. Constraints (23) limit the quantity of processed containers per period in a terminal. Constraints (24) limit the quantity of stacked twenty-foot equivalent units in a terminal. Constraints (25)- (27) Constraints (28) enforce that no container is stored in the terminals before the first period of planning. Constraints (29) ensure that a batch is transported between two terminals at most once. Constraints (30) limit the quantity of containers transported by period between two terminals. Constraints (31) limit the total quantity of containers transported between all terminals during whole planning horizon.
As the formulation is complex, its implementation has been thoroughly tested. Firstly, unit tests ensure that each constraints is well formed. Secondly, consistency tests on solutions guarantee that the constraints are satisfied. Lastly, the program has been executed on small instances whose optimal solution had been computed manually and the solutions were verified. Two heuristics based on this formulation are introduced in the next section. 16 
Heuristic approach
The problem studied in this paper is N P-hard, as the one machine scheduling problem with release dates and minimization of the sum of completion times (see the study by Lenstra et al. 1977 ) polynomially reduces to it. The machine is equivalent to one container terminal with only one berth and one quay crane that can handle one container per period. All other data related to the terminal are set to values large enough so that they can be ignored. Each task corresponds to the non-preemptive service of one vessel. The release date of the task is the date of arrival of the vessel. Its processing time is the number of containers to be handled.
Still, direct solving by a state-of-the-art solver can obtain solutions to small to mid-sized realistic instances of the time-indexed mixed-integer linear program formulated in the previous section. Therefore, we propose a mixed-integer programming based heuristic approach, built on the structural decomposition of the formulation, to deal with the larger instances.
In this section, we show how to use the proposed structural decomposition with the relaxand-fix heuristic, described by Pochet and Wolsey 2006. Furthermore, this decomposition is also used with a new heuristic that we call restrict-and-fix. In the two heuristics, a sequence of relaxed problems are solved, progressively fixing integer variables in the original problem. Relax-and-fix relaxes some integrality constraints on variables, whereas restrict-and-fix relaxes also some linear constraints.
Structural decomposition
In this study, the structure of the formulation refers to how integer and continuous variables are linked together by linear constraints. This structure is highlighted in the matrix in figure 6 . Each column, except the last one, corresponds to the variables, either binary or continuous nonnegative, related to a vehicle -a ship, a train or a group of trucks. The last column corresponds to the continuous non-negative variables related to storage and ITT (Inter-Terminal Transport of containers).
The first row in blue corresponds to the objective, which is indicated to contain binary variables for the sake of simplicity (the values of the continuous non-negative variables m v appearing in the objective are constrained by (7) and can be expressed in terms of binary variables p t vz for ships and h t vz for trains). Each other row corresponds to a set of constraints and one of its cells is colored if and only if some of the indicated variables appear in at least one of these constraints.
First level of decomposition, by vehicle types
On the one hand, the weakly linking constraints in green link a large number of continuous variables that are not part of the objective function and offer some degree of freedom (constraints (23) , (25)- (27)). On the other hand, the strongly linking constraints in red contain binary variables that are part of the objective function. Each of these constraints is restricted to one vehicle type and is related to resource allocation (constraints (1)-(4) on ships, constraints (16) on trains). Finally, the constraints in purple are local either to one vehicle or to storage and ITT. This calls for a decomposition by vehicle types.
Variables
Trains Trucks The objective function maximizes the number of time periods shared by vehicle pairs assigned to the same cluster, two vehicles in a pair having access to at least one common handling zone:
Note that, both temporal and spatial constraints are taken into account in the objective function. This aims at forming clusters of vehicles with few strongly linking constraints between them.
The constraints of the partition problem are the following ones:
Constraints (32) assign each vehicle to a subproblem. Constraints (33) ensure that the number of vehicles in each subproblem is between the allowed minimum and maximum ones. The partition problem formulated above is N P-hard: the classical quadratic assignment problem, described by Garey and Johnson 1979, reduces to it in a straightforward way.
The resulting subproblems should be solved by non-increasing number of container batches. This order allows to take the most impacting decisions first, when the degree of freedom is the highest.
Relax-and-fix
Relax-and-fix is a general heuristic to solve mixed-integer programs, described by Pochet and Wolsey 2006, which consists in the following procedure. First, the set of integer variables is partitioned into disjunctive subsets and an order of treatment is defined. Then, at each iteration, integrality constraints are relaxed for all but one of these subsets. The resulting subproblem is solved. The integer variables of the subproblem are fixed at their current values and the process is repeated for all the remaining subsets.
Relax-and-fix was successfully applied to the multi-periodic scheduling and planning problems studied by Dillenberger et al. 1994; Akartunali and Miller 2009; Ferreira et al. 2010 . In these studies, integer variables are grouped by macro-periods. But preliminary tests did show that the structural decomposition proposed above performs better for the problem at hand. As each binary variable is associated to exactly one vehicle, a partition of all vehicles defines a partition of the binary variables. Relax-and-fix, tailored for the problem of this paper, is presented in algorithm 1 and illustrated in figure 7 . Its execution on a toy instance is described in appendix A. Note that the algorithm structure reflects the two levels of decomposition, used to build the subproblems.
Still, as shown in the next section, relax-and-fix requires too much time to solve the largest realistic instances of the problem. A new heuristic was designed to take further advantage of the structure of the formulation. The idea is to first relax and then progressively enforce the global constraints (23) , (25)- (27) . This results in one problem per vehicle type, plus one problem for storage and ITT.
Restrict-and-fix
We propose this new heuristic to solve mixed-integer programs consisting in several problems tied together by global, but weakly linking constraints. It uses an ordered partition of the variables into subsets which defines one subproblem per subset. All the variables, either continuous or integer, are concerned with the partition. Hence, the relaxation of the constraints linking together the subsets of the partition in the original problem results in one independent problem per subset. When solving the current subproblem, the variables of the subsequent subproblems and the constraints in which they appear are removed. This was introduced to speed up the solving with regard to relax-and-fix, since the subproblems have less columns and rows.
At each iteration, a subset of integer and continuous variables is considered, in order to fix its integer variables by solving a subproblem. Previous subsets of variables are also part of the subproblem, with their integer variables fixed at their computed values. Every constraint containing only variables of the subproblem, that is, variables from the current and all the previous subsets, is present. This amounts to relaxing the other linear constraints, eliminating the next subsets of variables, since these variables are independent of the ones of the current subproblem. However, in order to increase feasibility, other constraints of the original problem may be modified and added, by restraining their variables to the ones of the subproblem, and, if necessary, by adapting their right hand sides.
When solving the problem introduced in this paper, these additional constraints are obtained by modifying constraints on container processing capacity (23) and conservation of containers (25)- (27) . Their variables are restricted to the ones present in the current subproblem. It was not necessary to use lowered right hand side values. Restrict-and-fix, applied to our problem, is presented in algorithm 2, and illustrated in figure 7 . Its execution on a toy instance is described in appendix A. The principles of restrict-and-fix are applied to obtain three subproblems, using the decomposition by vehicle type. Either relax-and-fix can be used as a subroutine to solve the subproblems or a state-of-the-art solver.
Illustration of the subproblem structures for both heuristics
An illustration of the way the subproblems are built is provided in figure 7 . To facilitate the understanding, only three subproblems are built for each heuristic. For relax-and-fix, binary variables are partitioned by vehicle type. For restrict-and-fix, all the variables are partitioned into three subsets: one for ships, storage and ITT, one for trains and one for trucks. For both heuristics, the subproblem for ships is solved first, then the one for trains, then the one for trucks.
Solving one subproblem allows to fix its binary variables at their computed values in the subsequent subproblems. Fixed binary variables are indicated in the figure with a cross in each case of the corresponding columns. The performances of both restrict-and-fix and relax-and-fix using the structural decomposition are assessed in the next section.
Numerical experiments
In this section, numerical experiments are conducted on realistic generated instances, to evaluate the proposed solving methods and to quantify the impact of a global management on port's performance.
Settings
All the numerical experiments are performed on a PC with a CPU at 3 GHz and 8 GB of RAM. CPLEX 12.4 is used as the mixed-integer linear program solver. The time limit is set to 7200 seconds for the three solving methods. 
CPLEX
CPLEX is set to save search trees on the disk, so that it does not run out of memory during the computations. Besides, its dual pricing algorithm is set to steepest edge in slack space, since this algorithm reduced the number of dual simplex iterations required after branching.
Relax-and-fix
Ships are partitioned so that a subproblem contains between 16 and 24 ships. This results in up to 6 subproblems for ships, for the largest instances. Trains and trucks are not partitioned as previous tests did show that it was not necessary. To partition the ships, the partition problem is solved approximately by CPLEX after using Glover's linearization (see Adams et al. 2004 ). The relative gap tolerance value is set between 0 and 0.75, depending on the size of the instance. Note that, the linear relaxation of the resulting formulation of the partition problem is weak, but this formulation allows CPLEX to quickly obtain good integer feasible solutions. The subproblems of relax-and-fix are solved by CPLEX, with a relative gap tolerance value set to 0.01 when dealing with large-sized instances. Each subproblem is solved within a time limit that becomes active once an integer feasible solution has been obtained. The time limit for the first subproblem is 3600 seconds. For the i th subproblem, i > 1, the time limit is set to the remaining time of the (i -1) th one, to which 7200/2 i seconds are added.
Restrict-and-fix
Three subproblems are defined: one for ships, one for trains and one for trucks. The subproblem for ships is solved by relax-and-fix, with the settings described above. The subproblem for trains and the one for trucks are solved by CPLEX, with the settings described above.
Test instances
The test instances are designed according to the characteristics of some ports in the European northern range and can be downloaded at http://litis.univ-lehavre.fr/container-port-planning/. The generation procedure is similar to the one described by Hartmann 2004 . Four terminal configurations are tested: (i) 1 maritime terminal, (ii) 2 maritime terminals, (iii) 3 maritime terminals, (iv) 3 sea-road terminals plus 1 inland-waterway and rail terminal. The main parameter values for container terminals are provided in table 13 . The second and third terminal configurations allow us to compute the impact of a global management of maritime terminals on weighted turnaround time and the influence of ITT capacities. Firstly, in the instances where these configurations occur, each feeder vessel, inland-waterway barge and train v has to be routed among terminals: |C v | = |C| ; while each mother vessel v is always assigned to one terminal: |C v | = 1. Secondly, these instances include three limits on ITT -0, 5, 10 percent of containers -as well as two ITT capacity levels -at most 30 or 60 container moves per hour between any couple of terminals.
As an example, with the third terminal configuration and an ITT capacity level of 30 container moves per hour, the total maximum number of container moves initiated per hour is 180. For the fourth terminal configuration, the ITT capacity level is 30 container moves per hour from a sea-road terminal to a sea-road terminal. It is 50 container moves per hour from the inlandwaterway and rail terminal (respectively from a sea-road terminal) to a sea-road terminal (resp. to the inland-waterway and rail terminal). Hence, for this terminal configuration, a total of at most 300 container moves can be initiated per hour with the inland-waterway and rail terminal as origin or destination. 3 The base speed of a quay crane is 30 containers / h. and the productivity of n quay cranes is n 0.8 . 4 The quay of a inland-waterway and rail terminal is partitioned into 3 quay segments of 120 m., according to the maximum barge length of 60 m.
The annual volume of traffic is either 1, 2 or 2.5 millions of TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit). For reference, the annual volume of traffic in the whole port of Le Havre is currently close to 2.5 millions of TEU. The planning horizon is either 5 or 7 days and the length of a time period is 2 hours. The numbers of mother vessels, feeder vessels, inland-waterway barges, trains and groups of trucks are given in table 14 .
The weight of a ship or a train is assumed to be an increasing linear function of the transport capacity. The ready times of the ships and trains are uniformly distributed. There are two groups of trucks per mother vessel: one for the import containers, the other for the export containers. In the case of import containers (respectively export containers), the ready time of a group of trucks is set to one day after (resp. one day before) the arrival of the mother vessel.
Nearly 30 percent of containers unloaded from a mother vessel are loaded to a feeder vessel, 30 to a barge, 15 to a train and 25 to a truck. More than 95 percent of containers unloaded from a feeder vessel, a barge, a train or a truck are loaded to a mother vessel. The number of containers to be unloaded from a vehicle follows a Poisson distribution of mean a fraction of its transport capacity. For example, a mother vessel unloads on average 25 percent of its transport capacity, which is between 3000 and 14000 TEU. The ratio of unloaded containers over loaded containers is close to 1 for all ships and trains. Container dwell time is on average 3 days, except for the containers unloaded from or loaded to a truck. Half of the containers are 20 foot, other half are 40 foot. The average numbers of container batches are provided in table 14. b When a mother vessel arrives at the beginning (respectively at the end) of the planning horizon, the group of trucks corresponding to its export (resp. its import) containers is out of the planning horizon. Hence its containers are assumed to be stored in the terminal (resp. have the terminal as a destination). c Average number.
Computational results
Computational results are reported in tables 15, 16, 17 and 18. For the direct solving by CPLEX, we provide the running time (column CPU time), the value of the best found integer solution (column Value), the gap between the linear relaxation and the best found integer solution (column Gap LR) and the gap between the lower bound at the end of optimization, computed as the smallest valid value of the continuous relaxation of a node in the search tree, and the best found integer solution (column Gap LB). For the two heuristics, we give the running time and the value of the best found integer solution. Column Gap LB gives the gap between the heuristic solution and the lower bound found by CPLEX. Clearly, this gap becomes very pessimistic as the instances grow and CPLEX solves only a few nodes of the search tree. The time limit is always set to two hours, for the three methods. A hyphen ("-") indicates that no solution was found by the method.
In table 15 , results are given for two sets of five small sized instances randomly generated with two sets of parameter values, with 1 maritime terminal and 1 annual million of TEU over 5 or 7 days. 
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CPLEX is able to solve eight of the ten instances, that is, to obtain both an optimal solution and the proof of its optimality. For the two instances not solved exactly by CPLEX, the average relative gap between the solution and the lower bound is less than 0.8%. The average running time of CPLEX is 1838 seconds, the one of relax-and-fix is 71 seconds and the one of restrict-andfix 49 seconds. With these ten instances, the two proposed heuristics obtain optimal or almost optimal solutions and they have on average running times significantly lower than the ones of CPLEX.
Increasing the planning horizon from 5 to 7 days raises the running time of CPLEX from 89 seconds on average to 3589, but doesn't have such an impact on the ones of the two heuristics. Still, given data uncertainty, notably on vessels' arrival times, the planning horizon is set to 5 days in the following experiments. In fact, the estimated time of arrival of a mother vessel usually becomes precise one or two days before its actual arrival. A longer planning horizon would increase solving time and the computed decisions may loose their accuracy because of the increasing uncertainty.
In table 16 (respectively table 17 ), results are given for five sets of five instances randomly generated with the same parameter values, excepted the ones concerning ITT. Theses instances have 2 maritime terminals and 1.5 annual millions of TEU (resp. 3 maritime terminals and 2.5 annual millions of TEU) over 5 days. These twenty fives instances are created from five base instances, by firstly increasing the limit on ITT -0, then 5 and then 10 percent of containers -and secondly, for a given positive limit on ITT, increasing the capacity of ITT between any couple of terminals from 30 to 60 container moves per hour. Firstly, we aim at evaluating the solving methods on larger instances. Secondly, we aim at computing the decrease of weighted turnaround time that a global management of maritime terminals can achieve and the influence of ITT capacities. In table 16 , computational results show that the two heuristics provide solutions of almost equal values to the 25 instances: 133276,8 on average for relax-and-fix and 133303,7 for restrictand-fix. The average relative gap between the lower bound and their solution is less than 3%. CPLEX is able to solve four instances, and to provide almost optimal solutions to four other ones. The average running time of CPLEX is 6302 seconds, the one of relax-and-fix is 988 seconds and the one of restrict-and-fix 801 seconds. The two heuristics provide nearly optimal solutions to all these instances.
In table 17 , it can be observed that restrict-and-fix is the only method able to provide a solution to each of the 25 instances within the time limit. Relax-and-fix obtains a solution to 20 of the 25 instances, and CPLEX to 3 of the 25 instances. The average relative gap between the lower bound and the solution of restrict-and-fix is 11%. Note that, as these instances are larger, the lower bound requires more time to increase. Hence, restrict-and-fix provides solutions of values probably closer to the optimal ones than what the lower bounds may suggest. For 5 of these 25 large instances, relax-and-fix fails to obtain a solution within the allowed time limit, because no solution is found to one of the subproblems.
Besides, as expected, allowing ITT decreases weighted turnaround time. In table 16, allowing 5% or 10% of the containers results in a 4% decrease. In table 17, allowing 5% of the containers to use ITT results in a 5% decrease and allowing 10% in a 6% decrease. In both tables, increasing the capacity of ITT from 30 container moves per hour between any couple of terminals to 60 doesn't notably further reduce weighted turnaround time. This shows how the proposed approach can help to determine the required capacity of ITT between terminals for a given traffic, so that weighted turnaround time can be minimized. It also gives precise values on the improvement induced by ITT capacities.
Finally, in table 18, results are provided for five instances randomly generated with the same parameter values, with 4 terminals (3 sea-road terminals as well as 1 inland-waterway and rail terminal) and 2.5 annual millions of TEU over 5 days. The traffic has the same characteristics as the one in the instances with 3 maritime terminals. CPLEX results doesn't appear as it fails to obtain any integer feasible solution within the allowed time limit. b From a sea-road terminal to the inland-waterway and rail terminal, as well as from the inland-waterway and rail terminal to a sea-road terminal.
In table 18, it can be observed that restrict-and-fix outperforms the two other methods, always providing the best solution. The average relative gap between the lower bound and the solution of restrict-and-fix is less than 5%. Restrict-and-fix and relax-and-fix obtain solutions to the five instances. CPLEX doesn't obtain any solution to these instances within the allowed time. In addition, in table 18, the average running times of the two heuristics are lower than the ones in table 17: 613 seconds in table 18 and 3951 seconds in table 17 for restrict-and-fix as well as 3253 seconds in table 18 and 6012 seconds in table 17 for relax-and-fix. In this case, adding one terminal to which the whole inland waterway and rail traffic is redirected reduces both problem sizes (average numbers of columns, rows and binary variables) and running times.
One may question the very good behaviour of the proposed heuristics. The explanation is that the spatial and temporal structures of the problem instances are extensively exploited in the decomposition choices. Of course, examples may be designed where it will nonetheless provides poor performances. Indeed, instances where the maximum container dwell time is really small, or the priority of trains is much larger, should be more difficult to solve efficiently by our methods. However, we chose to limit our study to instances close to real terminals, not specialized in transshipment, for which container dwell time is indeed several days, and attracting large vessels is the priority. Exploring other issues is out of scope of this paper.
Overall, these numerical results show that the proposed approach can tackle realistic instances of the problem, to assist port authorities and multi-terminal operators in the management of multi-terminal systems. It was observed in tables 16 and 17 that a global management of the terminals in which ITT is limited to 5% of containers allows to decrease weighted turnaround time by nearly 5%. For a port, this increase of performance can be valuable, depending on its competitors and on the costs related to ITT.
Conclusion
This paper considered a multi-terminal and multi-modal maritime container port, like the ones in the European northern range. In such a port, the port authority and the terminal operators are involved in the global management of multiple terminals. It includes the routing of feeder vessels, inland-waterway barges and trains among terminals, as well as the inter-terminal transport of containers. Vessel turnaround time depends on this coordination of operations, and it is a key competitive factor. Therefore, we introduced the first optimization model for scheduling ships, trains and trucks on multiple terminals, while limiting inter-terminal transport of containers. Its objective is to minimize weighted turnaround time. The model was formulated as a time-indexed mixed-integer linear program. A mixed-integer programming based heuristic approach was designed, which relies on a structural decomposition of the problem. Numerical results on instances with up to 4 terminals and 2.5 annual millions of twenty-foot equivalent units over 5 days show that this approach can assist decision makers in the global management of multi-terminal systems. The proposed approach also allows to compute the performance that a global management can achieve and the influence of capacities of inter-terminal transport of containers. An average improvement of 5% was observed, even with limited inter-terminal transport of containers.
Besides, the structural decomposition and its usage with relax-and-fix and restrict-and-fix may be applied to other problems, since it has shown to be efficient. Finally, the deterministic approach of this paper can be integrated into a rolling horizon framework to deal with uncertainty on data, notably on vessels' arrival times. A preliminary study with the more general objective of minimizing weighted tardiness was performed by Schepler 2015, with promising results. The key decisions of the model can be maintained under deviations of vessels' arrival times, such as the choice of terminals and the allocation of quay segments. (respectively h t v,z ) indicates whether the service of ship or train v in quay segment or rail tracks z starts at the beginning of period t (resp. ends at the end of period t).
The generated mixed-integer linear program has 261 variables (154 continuous non-negative and 107 binary) and 155 linear constraints.
A.3 Solution to the mixed-integer program
The mixed-integer linear program for the toy instance is solved by CPLEX, which obtains the following optimal solution of value 146.
Vessel v 1 is served in quay segment z 1 (terminal c 1 ) with one quay crane during period 1, 
A.5 Restrict-and-fix
As for relax-and-fix, the structural decomposition is applied so that one subproblem for the two ships v 1 and v 2 is obtained, as well as one subproblem for train v 3 .
Subproblem 1 for ships is the first to be solved. It consists in the mixed integer linear program introduced in appendix A.2, in which all the variables and the constraints related to v 3 are removed. Relax-and-fix is used to solve it in large instances. Moreover, the weakly linking constraints can be kept inside the subproblem, simply removing variables related to 
